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Abstract  

We explore the role of privacy management tools in online social networks and their influence on user’s 

information sharing behavior. Using privacy regulation theory and social capital theory, we first develop a 

model that characterizes how and why individuals share their private information. Next, we use inclusive 

and exclusive modes of decision making to develop two tools for sharing information. Subsequently, we 

test our theoretical model through these tools in the context of online privacy. We find that privacy 

management tools not only influence sharing decisions when information sensitivity varies, but the tools 

also influence how individuals interpret their tie strength with their friends. 
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1 Introduction 

In this research, we explore the influence of privacy management tools on user’s information sharing 

behavior in the online social networks. In particular, we are interested in the role of privacy management 

tools on the inconsistent sharing behavior of users when they share personal information with their friends 

on the online social networks. This inconsistency, also termed as the privacy paradox, is when people 

seem to share more than their privacy thresholds (Acquisti and Grossklags, 2005) or they seem to be 

unaware of what they have shared and with whom they have shared (Madejski et al., 2011). This paradox, 

is attributed to immediate gratification, bounded rationality, psychological distortion and limited 

information (Acquisti and Grossklags, 2005) and social value (Awad and Krishnan, 2006, Norberg et al., 

2007). We postulate and explore that the way individuals use privacy management tools can also influence 

their information sharing decisions.  

Our research questions provide insight to researchers of privacy in IS as well as practitioners who design 

and implement privacy management tools in online social networks. While the topic of privacy paradox in 

online social networks is not new to IS research, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that 

focuses on the role of the privacy management tools on inconsistent sharing behavior. In particular, we 

test the influence of the privacy management tools on the actual sharing behavior and whether these tools 

lead to discrepancy in online information sharing. To date, the arguments proposed to explain the 

inconsistent sharing behavior are based on either social value or immediate gratification and bounded 

rationality, but there is no research that focuses on how privacy management tools influence how 

individuals disclose information and potentially bias their sharing decisions.  

For practitioners, this research provides a model to determine how they can design privacy tools and test 

the influence on actual sharing decision of users. Currently, there are no clear guidelines on how to 

develop tools that should lead to better decision making regarding information privacy. Using privacy 

regulation theory and social capital theory, we first develop a model in which we theorize how and why 
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individuals share their private information. Next, we explore inclusive and exclusive modes of thinking 

that individuals can use to achieve their privacy goals. Further, we develop privacy tools that mimic these 

modes of thinking and test them in lab experiments. This helps us determine how individuals use these 

privacy tools and consequently how these tools influence individual privacy decisions.  

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 consists of the study in which we present privacy management theories to model how 

individuals manage private information. Our focus is on how individuals manage information with 

different sensitivities and what drives them to share their personal information with different friends on 

the social network. This theoretical model provides us with basic motivation to share personal information 

and hypothesize the influence of different modes of thinking, such as including (or adding) friends or 

exclude (or removing) unwanted friends, on information sharing decisions. Next, we use controlled 

experiments to investigate the sharing behavior of individuals with different privacy tools designed to 

stimulate the different modes of thinking in different decision-making scenarios. This allows us to 

determine the influence of the privacy tools on the actual privacy decisions.  

In chapter 3, we present the conclusion and limitations of this study, and finally, in chapter 4, we present 

future research directions.  
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2 Private Information Sharing: Determinants and Sharing Strategies 

In this chapter, we present privacy management theories to model how individuals manage private 

information. In addition, we propose two different strategies, modeled on inclusive-exclusive modes of 

thinking, which individuals can use to share online information with varying sensitivities. Next, we 

empirically test these strategies of sharing online information of high and low sensitivity and present our 

results. 

2.1 Privacy Management Model  
 

Consistent with the contemporary literature, we define privacy as the ability to control one’s self 

disclosure (Smith et al., 2011). Privacy as a control dates back to Westin (1968) and Altman (1975). 

Altman’s theory of privacy is more comprehensive and encompasses other narrower theories that 

emphasize control (Margulis, 2003a).  Since the theory is general and suitable to explain privacy 

management in social environments in many different contexts, it has also been used in context of privacy 

as a control in MIS literature (Culnan, 1993, Dinev and Hart, 2004, Smith et al., 1996, Xu, 2007).  

We also base our model, which explains how individuals manage their private information in online social 

networks, on Altman’s Privacy Regulation Theory and its later extension in Communication Privacy 

Management Theory (CPM) (Petronio, 2002). These theories provide a broad conceptualization of how 

individuals share their information with others based on the type of information and the value attained 

from sharing. We further the theory by incorporating social capital theory to explain how individuals 

evaluate the value from sharing.  

2.1.1 Boundary Management based on Social Capital 

Altman defines privacy as “the selective control of access to the self” (Altman, 1975). We highlight key 

points of the theory that we adapt to our social networking environment. The first property involves the 

temporal aspect of interpersonal boundaries; how open or closed we are to others determines process of 
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managing our boundaries. The second property distinguishes between actual and desired level for privacy. 

At a certain stage, the actual privacy could be higher or lower than what we desire. This in turn relates to 

the third property that states that privacy is non-monotonic, such that there can be states where the actual 

privacy is higher than the desired level, leading to social isolation. Conversely, there can be a state of 

crowding, where the actual privacy is lower than the desired level. In sum, people aim to strive for a 

balance in their privacy boundaries trying to equate the actual and desired privacy. Communication 

Privacy Management (Petronio, 2002) further extends this theory by suggesting  privacy management as a 

dialectical process; a process that involves interaction among the people who share someone’s private 

information. 

Petronio further extents Altman’s theory of privacy by introducing the concept of rule based privacy 

management and the dialectics required to sustain a certain boundary. Petronio suggests that people share 

private information within a private or collaborative boundary. These boundaries differ in terms of who is 

invited to be the part of the boundary. At any stage, a person’s information can be private and the person 

has control over her information. However, a person can reveal this information to someone else thus 

making the other person privy to her private information. The decision to reveal or conceal the 

information involves cognitive calculus that accounts for the influence of the cumulative beliefs (Laufer 

and Wolfe, 1977). The beliefs involve the benefits and the costs of revealing the information. There are 

costs and benefits of sharing information. The costs are associated with risks of sharing information with 

the wrong person, at a wrong time or telling too much, benefits include greater social control to the 

revealer (Petronio, 2002, Margulis, 2003b). 

Information can be revealed to one or more persons. Once the information is revealed, the information 

becomes public and the revealer loses exclusive control over the information. Consequently, the boundary 

is extended to incorporate more people. The new individual in the collaborative boundary assumes co-

ownership of the personal information. The two individuals in this new boundary develop rules on how to 
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manage this information. Therefore, it is prudent that a person reveals information to someone whom the 

revealer trusts and with whom the revealer can develop effective privacy management rules. 

2.1.1.1 Role of Social Capital in Determine Value for Sharing 

In an online social network, online information sharing is analogous to CPM’s process of revealing 

information (Metzger, 2007). Individuals develop social networks to acquire benefits and their 

information disclosure attitude is affected by the value that a social networks offers.   

Within online social networks, such as Facebook, individuals create boundaries to include friends to 

whom they reveal information. The revealing of information to another individual in the social network 

deleverages individual’s control over her private information and in process creates co-owners within the 

boundary. Consequently, the boundary would be small or large depending on the number of people to 

whom information is revealed. Consistent with CPM, as individuals reveal information to others, they 

determine the nature of their private information, to whom they are revealing and consequently how the 

new co-owners will use this information. How the co-owners use the use information determines the 

benefits and costs of revealing.  

Similarly, revealing or sharing of information in online social networks can have benefits and costs. 

Individuals share information with other persons to increase their social capital (Wasko and Faraj, 2005). 

Social capital is the ability of the individual to extract benefit by the nature of membership in social 

network or any other social structure (Portes, 1998).  Coleman (1988) defines social capital by its function 

and suggests that social capital is inherent in the social structure. This structure in turn is the relation 

between and among the individuals that form the social network. In terms of measurement, the social 

capital is dependent on the following: obligations, expectation and trustworthiness of structure. “If A does 

something for B and trust B to reciprocate in the future, this establishes an expectation in A and an 

obligation on the part of B.” Trust and reciprocity are usually the dominant attributes of a relationship 
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with another person. Tie strength, a cumulative measure of relationship strength with another person, 

encompasses both trust and reciprocity (Coleman, 1988, Granovetter, 1973, Marsden and Campbell, 

1984). The stronger the tie strength, the stronger is the relationship with that person  (Krackhardt, 1992), 

thus greater potential for exchange for information (Garton et al., 1997).  This allows us to hypothesize 

that individuals will share information with people with whom they have strong tie strengths. 

H1: Higher tie strength will increase the probability of sharing information with another individual. 

2.1.1.2 Role of the Information in Sharing Decision 

While there are obvious social benefits of sharing information on OSN, there are costs associated with 

sharing information. When individual shares information with another person, the individual defers the 

control of her information to someone on her social network, usually a friend. It becomes the prerogative 

of the friend on how they want to use this information. The friend might willingly or unwilling decide to 

violate the rules of information ownership and use information for her own benefit. Consequently, the 

friend gains social value while the owner of information is harmed. The harm could be financial, social, 

physical or emotional (Glover and Benbasat, 2010). 

Based on CPM, the nature of private information is the one of the main factors in assessing the cost of 

sharing personal information. When the individual perceives high risk of revealing information, they will 

conceal (Petronio, 2002).  Thus, the boundary in which there is private information of high sensitivity, 

there will probably be none or a few people. An individual will share sensitive information with another 

person if she trusts that the other person would not misuse or jeopardize her trust. As the individuals 

perceive greater value for sharing, they will expand the boundary. This is also consistent with 

commoditization aspect of personal information where individuals evaluate cost and benefits of their 

information and share information if they perceive greater value (Campbell and Carlson, 2002, Davies, 

1997). Therefore, as the potential for the value increases, individuals will include more people within their 
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boundary. The private information in a larger boundary is ought to be less sensitive, consequently has a 

very low of harm.  

Therefore, as the sharing of information with another individual is dependent on the calculus of benefits 

emerging from tie strength and costs emerging from sensitivity of the information, the individuals will 

form a restricted boundary for highly sensitive information and include few friends, and form a larger 

boundary for less sensitive information with a greater number of friends.   

H2: Higher sensitivity of information will lower the probability of sharing information with 

another individual. 

In addition, we propose an interaction between sensitivity of information and the tie strength. As the 

sensitivity of the information decreases, individuals will try to maximize the benefits by increasing their 

sharing even if the tie strength is low. Granovetter (1973) showed that weak ties can be as important as the 

strong ties. Individuals can glean non-redundant value that they cannot get from their strong ties. College 

students can benefit from developing and maintaining weak ties to get future references for employment 

(Ellison et al., 2007). Similarly, people can get advise on subjects they are not familiar with (Constant et 

al., 1996).  Consequently, given that the sensitivity of the information is low, the individual will share 

information with other people on the social network with low tie strength. That is, the impact of tie 

strength on sharing information extenuates as the information to be shared becomes less sensitive.  

H3: Tie strength will lead to greater probability of sharing information only when sensitivity of 

information is high as compared to when sensitivity of information is low. 

2.1.2 Individual Characteristics of Users 

CPM theory suggests individuals vary in their perceptions associated with benefits and risk of disclosing 

information (Metzger, 2007, Petronio, 2002). This is consistent with privacy studies which are not based 
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on CPM (Pavlou et al., 2007, Angst and Agarwal, 2009) and other studies investigating online information 

disclosure (Culnan, 1984, Rafaeli and Raban, 2005). The extant literature argued and showed that an 

individual’s privacy concerns related to sharing information online should influence her sharing behavior 

(Culnan and Armstrong, 1999, Dinev and Hart, 2006a, Phelps et al., 2000, Malhotra et al., 2004). Drawing 

on the findings of past research, we postulate that an individual’s privacy concerns should negatively 

influence her decision of sharing information with another person. In addition, these concerns are 

moderated by the tie strength. If the tie strength between two individuals is high, then individual’s privacy 

concerns would be alleviated and the individual would share the information. This is because privacy 

concerns stem from individual perception of how their friends will use or misuse private information. Tie 

strength, however represents the strength of a relationship between two people. Consequently, if the tie 

strength is high then the sharer of information will not be concerned about misuse and her privacy 

concerns will lowered. 

H4a: High privacy concerns should lower the probability of sharing information with another 

individual. 

H4b: Compared to when tie strength is low, influence of privacy concerns on sharing information 

will be lower when the tie strength is high. 

Moreover, individual’s awareness of privacy related issues should also affect their sharing behavior 

(Bulgurcu et al., 2010). Privacy awareness is related to an individual’s general understanding of 

contemporary privacy related issues and her knowledge of the costs and risks associated with sharing 

information on online social networks can pose (Schrammel et al., 2009, Bonneau and Preibusch, 2010). 

Consequently, an individual who is more aware of the privacy threats will be more cautious towards 

sharing information. In addition, similar to hypothesis 4b, we would expect the influence of privacy 

awareness to taper when the tie strength is high.  An individual’s privacy awareness will influence her 
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general sharing behavior whenever she considers sharing information with another person. However, if the 

friend under consideration has high tie strength with her, then the general perception about sharing 

information would have lower influence, since a friend with high tie strength will not misuse the 

information. Consequently, when the tie strength is high the influence of privacy awareness will be 

reduced.  

H5a: High privacy awareness should lower the probability of sharing information with another 

individual. 

H5b: Compared to when tie strength is low, influence of privacy awareness on sharing 

information will be lower when the tie strength is high. 

2.2 Strategies for Sharing Information 

As proposed in the previous section, individuals create boundaries in which they include people with 

whom they want to share information. In online social networks, creating such a boundary can be 

achieved by selecting certain friends from among all the friends on an individual’s social network. 

Furthermore, individuals control their privacy using privacy tools afforded on the OSN platform. In this 

section, we propose that people on OSNs can share their private information using two broad modes of 

thinking: inclusive and exclusive. Inclusive mode is akin to selecting items from a set of choices, while 

exclusive mode is similar to removing the unwanted options from a set and retaining the rest (Yaniv et al., 

2002, Levin et al., 1998).  Since sharing of information in OSNs is similar to selecting friends from all the 

friends, either inclusive or exclusive mode can be used to select the appropriate set of friends.  In addition, 

we propose using inclusive mode of thinking is better when sharing sensitive information and using 

excluding mode of thinking is better when sharing less sensitive information.   

Using the ideas of CPM theory, we propose that the goal of sharing information on OSNs is similar to 

developing a boundary around the personal information and by including or excluding friends. When 
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sharing information on an online social network, the individual has to determine the friends with whom 

they want to share the information. These friends can be selected by eliminating those friends who possess 

very low tie strength, thereby retaining friends who possess positive attributes. Alternatively, one can 

directly select friends with high tie strength. The former strategy is exclusion and the later one is 

inclusion. 

When individual wants to share information with high sensitivity, we expect that the boundary containing 

such information would be very restricted. There would be a very few co-owners or friends within that 

boundary. The individual would only add these friends if the individual they have high tie strength with 

them. Essentially, the friends within the boundary are not likely to misuse the information or to harm the 

owner of the information. Similarly, when individual wants to share information with low sensitivity, we 

would expect the boundary to be loose and contain many friends. The lax boundary would provide the 

individual an opportunity to obtain maximum benefits of sharing information with more people with less 

exposure to potential risks as the information is less likely to be misused in order to cause any significant 

harm.  

Both sharing tasks can be achieved using either inclusive or exclusive modes. While procedurally these 

modes appear to be identical to each other and should lead to the same results, it has been shown that they 

are not the same (Yaniv and Schul, 2000). In general, compared to inclusive mode, exclusive mode leads 

to a high probability that a given option would be retained in the choice set (Yaniv et al., 2002). This 

discrepancy has been shown to exist in various of multi-attribute choice settings, such as screening the job 

candidates and choosing the car to purchase. When screening job candidates, subjects who used 

‘accepting’ (i.e., inclusion) strategy selected fewer candidates as compared to the subjects who used 

‘rejecting’ (i.e., exclusion) strategy (HuberMargaret A and Northcraft, 1987). Similarly, when subjects 

were asked to narrow down a set of selection from among 24 different types of cars, those who were asked 

to ‘include’ selected fewer cars as compared to those who were asked to ‘exclude’(Levin et al., 1998). 
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Inclusion-exclusion discrepancy is due to the ‘middling’ options (Yaniv et al., 2002). When individuals 

are offered a choice set, they have two thresholds: a threshold for inclusion and one for exclusion. All the 

options above the inclusion threshold are guaranteed to be selected. Similarly, the options that are below 

the exclusion threshold are guaranteed to be removed. These options have a clear-cut fate. 

 

Figure 1: Two Thresholds and "Middling Options" (adopted from Yaniv et al. (2002) ) 

The discrepancy occurs when an individual using exclusion mode does not exclude an option from the 

choice set with value lower than the inclusion threshold but higher than the exclusion threshold. Another 

way of saying is that an option that fails to meet the inclusion criteria is not necessarily removed. This is 

because the individual assesses an option worthy to be excluded only if its score in the evaluation criteria 

is sufficiently lower than the inclusion threshold. Consequently, options in the middling range are 

“retained”.  

We conjecture that a similar discrepancy would surface in our context. When choosing from among a set 

of friends based on the tie strength, these two thresholds emerge. Accordingly, friends who have 

sufficiently high tie strength are placed above the inclusion threshold and friends with sufficiently low tie 

strength are placed below the exclusion threshold. Additionally there are some friends in the middling 

category. Thus, if an individual is asked to decide two sub-sets, one which the information is shared to and 
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the other which the information will not be shared to, it is expected that two non-complementary sharing 

results would be obtained when a different mode of thinking is used. Consistent with (Yaniv et al., 2002, 

Mourali and Nagpal, 2011, HuberMargaret A and Northcraft, 1987), the number friends that information 

will be revealed to using inclusive mode would be lower than the number of friends that information will 

be revealed to using exclusive mode. 

 

2.2.1 Middling Options in High and Low Sensitivity Information 

In this section, we show that while an individual might want to share information with high or low 

sensitivity, inclusive mode will always lead to lower sharing as compared to exclusive mode. 

When an individual wants to share information with high sensitivity, their objective is to select a few 

friends with whom they have high tie strength. Using inclusive mode, this is simple task of selecting those 

friends that meet the inclusion criteria and not considering the rest. On the other hand, if individuals use 

exclusion criteria, they will remove the friends that fall below the exclusion threshold, but not the friends 

that lie between the two thresholds, the middling options. Therefore, individuals will share with more 

friends when using exclusive mode as compared to inclusive mode. This relates to a state of personal 

privacy in which the desired privacy is less than actual privacy and the individual will be overcrowded and 

feel less control over their privacy.  

Conversely, when individuals intend to share information with low sensitivity, as the potential of harm is 

low, they would seek to maximize the social value by sharing with as many friends as possible. When 

using inclusive mode, the individuals will find many friends that are above the inclusion threshold for the 

low sensitive information and not consider the rest. On the contrary, when the individuals use exclusion 

mode, they can find friends (albeit fewer than the high information sensitivity case) who fall below the 

exclusion threshold and remove them from the choice set, thus retaining the middling options. Therefore, 
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the resulting boundary would be less restrictive when using exclusive mode as compared to inclusive 

mode. Since the goal of sharing low sensitivity information is to maximize the value of sharing, using 

inclusive mode would lead to a restrictive boundary, leading to a privacy state in which actual privacy is 

greater than desired privacy and causing isolation. 

In general, when sharing information with different sensitivities, while the goals of sharing might differ, 

using exclusion mode the subjects would share with more friends as compared to using inclusion mode. 

The difference arises as the middle options are retained in the exclusion mode but not in the inclusion 

mode.  

H6: There is a lower probability of sharing with a friend when using inclusive mode than with 

exclusive mode. 

2.3 Research Method 

The purpose of this study is to understand the drivers of information sharing on online social networks and 

explore the influence of privacy management tools on the individual information sharing. We developed a 

theoretical model in which we propose how and why individuals share information. In addition, we 

hypothesize two modes of sharing and how these modes would influence the sharing decisions. We tested 

these hypotheses as experiments in a lab. Performing the experiment in the lab allowed us more control 

over the environment in which the subjects interact with the technology artifact enabling information 

sharing.  

2.3.1 Facebook Application 

We developed a Facebook application that subjects could link to their Facebook profile. This allowed us 

to gather friend related information from subject’s profile on Facebook. The information gathered includes 

the names of friends, demographic information of the subjects and her friends such as gender, age etc. 
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Accessing information about friends allowed us to create realistic sharing scenarios to test our hypotheses. 

The scenarios describe situations in which subjects decide to share some personal information.  

2.3.2 Privacy Tools as Proxy for Information Sharing Modes 

In order to operationalize our two strategies of decision-making, we develop two simple privacy controls 

that allow us to model these decision-making strategies. The two strategies have two corresponding tools 

that help individuals in making appropriate decisions: (i) “Share With” (SW) and (ii) “Do Not Share 

With” (DN). The former is procedurally consistent with the inclusive mode of thinking where an 

individual chooses from a set of friends with whom they want to share information. The latter relates to 

the exclusive mode of thinking where the individual removes people from a larger set until she is content 

with the remaining set, a set of friend to whom information is revealed.  
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Figure 2: TOOL “Share With”, showing selection of 4 friends 
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Figure 3: TOOL “Do Not Share With”, showing selection of 4 friends by removing 16 friends. 

The privacy management tools that we designed will induce different mode of thinking when making 

sharing decision. For instance, if the individual was asked to share information using SW, then she would 
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seek the friends with high tie strength, thus inducing inclusive mode where she seeks friends with high tie 

strength that are above the inclusive threshold. Similarly, when using DN, she would seek friends with 

sufficiently low tie strength that can be removed from the choice set. This would be equivalent to 

exclusive mode where the she would seek to remove friends with low tie strength that fall below the 

exclusion threshold and retaining the middling options. Drawing on the inclusion-exclusion discrepancy 

(Yaniv et al., 2002), an individual’s sharing behavior will be directly influenced by the privacy tools and 

the strategy afforded by the privacy tools. In particular, as compared to privacy tool DN, the privacy tool 

SW will lead to sharing of information with fewer friends. This is because the tool DN will lead to sharing 

with a few additional friends that would not be considered using SW. 

Given that tools can offer differing modes of sharing and influence sharing behavior, tool themselves can 

offer features that can hinder sharing and lead to inconsistent behavior. Since the focus of our study is to 

determine the impact of the strategies offered by the tool, we ensured that the tools offer same features and 

the same usability. In addition, to avoid confounding in our results, the features set provided should not 

benefit one tool over the other. Further, we ensured that the tools are easy to understand and easy to use by 

including common features such as buttons for selecting multiple friends using “ctrl-click” and “select-

all”. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how the tools can be used to share information with 4 friends.  Initially, the 

left column shows list of all the 20 friends and subjects select friends either to share or not to share with 

the information based on the type of the tool.  

2.3.3  Pre-Testing and Measurements 

In our experiment, sensitivity of the information and privacy tools were used as treatments. All the 

perceptual measures and their items are presented in the appendix. 
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2.3.3.1 Sensitivity 

Since information sensitivity is relative to each individual, we have the subject rate how sensitive she 

perceives different information items. This helped us determine subject’s perception about sensitivity of 

information (Hui et al., 2007).  In first pre-test, we generated 35 different categories of personal 

information that subjects can potentially share on the social network. Then, we had a set of 22 subjects 

rate the sensitivity of these information types on a 7-point scale. This gave us a spectrum based on 

sensitivity of the information items for each subject. From these, we choose 20 information items that 

would maximize the variance for each subject to include in the main study. This would essential to create 

scenarios for high and low sensitivity. The final selection of information items are presented in Table 1. 

 Facebook Status Status Picture 

Family Members Information Relationship Status 

Biography Religious Views 

Birthday Political Views 

Home Address Current Location 

Current Debt Office Address 

Undergraduate GPA Current Salary 

Friend I Love the Most Friend I Like the Least 

Pictures of Family Members Email 

Pictures of Last Halloween Party Pictures of Partner 

Table 1: Types of Information Shared 

2.3.3.2 Privacy Tools 

In the second round of pretesting, our focus was on the information provided for each privacy tool. We 

wanted to ensure that subjects accurately interpret the strategy offered by the privacy tool so that they can 

make their sharing decision. Using interviews and subjective responses, we performed multiple changes. 
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Some concerns arose, as the subjects seemed to be primed when we used words such as “privacy 

controls”. These words were changed to “information sharing tools”. Another problem arose with the 

names of the privacy tools: “Share With” and “Do Not Share With”, as subjects seemed to prefer “Share 

With” as it has some positive connotations. Framing effects have been known to influence decision 

makers (Kahneman and Tversky, 1984, Tversky and Kahneman, 1986).  While such effects are relevant to 

our domain, our focus is on the actual strategy employed by the privacy tool rather than the effect caused 

by the name of the privacy tool. This framing effect was removed by giving neutral names to these tools: 

Tool A and Tool B, respectively. 

Another issue we encountered during the pre-testing was that subjects seemed to rush through the study. 

We catered this with using two-pronged approach. First, we offered additional incentive of CAD 25 to 

subjects. This prize was to be awarded to two randomly selected subjects based on the quality of their 

responses in the open-ended questions. Secondly, we slowed down the usage of the tool by increasing the 

number of pages and thus spreading out the information that subjects needed to read to understand the 

tool. Both strategies helped as the average time spent on using the tools increased, in addition in the 

interviews the subjects seemed clearer about the strategies offered by the tools.   

2.3.3.3 Tie Strength 

Another determinant of information sharing is the Tie Strength with the person with whom the 

information is shared. We focus on the asymmetric attributes of a social network to control for the 

influence of different level of ties in a social network. These attributes only focus on individual’s 

interpretation of her social network’s properties. We use the approach by (Granovetter, 1973), who defines 

tie strength as “a (probably linear) combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the 

intimacy (mutual confiding), and the reciprocal services”. The measures were adopted from Gilbert and 

Karahalios (2009). These subjective measures were shown to represent 85% of the variance of the actual 

tie strength between two friends based on real information exchange on Facebook. 
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2.3.3.4 Individual Privacy Characteristics 

Privacy concerns and privacy awareness were included to account for individual’s privacy characteristics. 

Privacy concern measures were adopted from (Dinev and Hart, 2006b) and modified for our study while 

privacy awareness measures were adopted from (Bulgurcu et al., 2010).  

2.3.3.5 Dependent Variable: Sharing Decision 

Our dependent variable reflected individual’s decision of whether the individual shares or not shares 

information with a friend. This sharing was represented in terms of choice and thus we had a binary 

variable where ‘1’ represented that individual chose to share information with their friend and ‘0’ 

represented that individual did not choose to share information with their friend.  

2.3.4 Procedure 

The experiment was a between-subject across different levels of sensitivity and privacy tool. We recruited 

subjects at a North American university campus and who were compensated CAD10 for their time. The 

subjects first subscribed to our experiment application. This is the process by which subject add a third 

party application to their profile on Facebook. As subjects subscribe to the application, they also authorize 

the application to access certain information from their profile. This is one of the reasons that we 

performed our experiments in the lab as it provided us the opportunity to pacify any concerns that arose 

due to data access. In order to protect the identity of the subjects and their friends we had designed the 

application to code alpha-numerically all identifiable information such as names of the subjects and their 

friends. The application collected the subject’s gender, date of birth and total number of friends. In terms 

of friends, the application randomly selected 20 friends from total list of friends. The application collected 

their names, date of birth and gender.  

At the first screen, the subjects were provided basic information about the experiment and were informed 

of the additional incentive of winning $25 for the quality of their responses in subjective feedback.  Next, 

the subjects revealed the sensitivity of 20 different types of personal information by rating each on a 7-
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point scale. Using this rating, the application sorted information items based on each subject’s level of 

sensitivity. This allowed us to find which personal information was most or least sensitive for the subject. 

The application then randomly assigned each subject to one of the four experimental scenarios. These 

scenarios are shown in Table 2. Based on the scenario and actual rating of sensitivity of the information, 

the application asked the subjects to share the most (or least) sensitive information item using one of the 

tools, either SW or DN depending on the scenario the subject was randomly assigned. The application 

selects 20 friends from the subject’s Facebook account and presents them as a list of friends to be 

considered for the sharing decision. Once the subjects have made their sharing decision, they were asked 

to rate the “tie strength” for each of the 20 friends (chosen earlier) in their list. Although this can be an 

arduous task, we used the technique followed by Gilbert and Karahalios (2009), in which they were able 

to have subjects rate an average of 63 friends in period of 30 minutes. In our experiment, subjects spent 

most of the time on rating friends. On average, our studies took 25 minutes to finish, where subjects spent 

around 15 minutes on rating their friends. Finally, subjects rated their privacy concerns and privacy 

awareness rate on a 7-point scale.  

Scenarios Sensitivity of Information Tool provided 

Scenario 1 Low Sensitivity Share With (SW) 

Scenario 2 Low Sensitivity Do Not Share With (DN) 

Scenario 3 High Sensitivity Share With (SW) 

Scenario 4 High Sensitivity  Do No Share With (DN) 

Table 2: Four Conditions for Experiment 1 

2.4 Statistical Model and Results 

Since one of the objectives of this study is to determine the influence of privacy tools on individual level 

decision making, we have to ensure that our between-subject design allows us to infer the influence on 
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sharing decisions at the individual level. Conventional methods use control variables to manage the 

individual effects in the model. Our model on the other hand has multiple ratings within a same subject. It 

is evident from our data that we have a multilevel model as individual ratings are nested within subjects. 

Therefore, if we were to consider the model to be single level, our explained variance would be inflated 

(Hox, 2010) and consequently incorrect interpretation of level-1 fixed effects. In addition, since each 

subject performs 20 ratings, modeling this as single model would also violate the independence 

assumption (Krull and MacKinnon, 2001) as groups of ratings are influenced by different raters.  

2.4.1 Multilevel Model: Partitioning of Individual Level Variance 

Modeling the data as multilevel allows us to enjoy the advantage of partitioning individual level variance 

and to parse out the impact of the fixed effect variables involved in sharing decision without individual 

effects. This method is similar to the classic example of models involving nested data, where students are 

nested within organizational context of classrooms and schools. Multilevel model allowed such data to 

model within-class variance, which is the variance among the students and between-class variance, which 

is the variance due to different classes. The between class attributes is usually due to higher-level variables 

such as teachers (Bryk and Raudenbush, 1988). 

Similarly, our data is nested within the individuals. The multilevel model allows us to partition the sharing 

decision variance within the individual and among the individuals.  When viewed from the point of view 

of “measures within subjects”, multilevel modeling can be shown to test hypotheses comparable to those 

tested by repeated measures analysis of variance (Gardner, 2008, Osborne, 2000, Ellis, 1999). For 

variance within individuals, we are solely interested in the influence of the determinants of sharing 

described in previous sections, these attributes include sensitivity of the information, tie strength with the 

person, decision making strategy afforded by the privacy tool, which could be either inclusive or exclusive 

and the interaction between sensitivity and tie strength. Since each individual is different and can perceive 

these attributes differently, we need to cater for variance among the individuals. Multilevel modeling 
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helps us model the between-individual variance, thus improving our estimates of direct determinants of 

the sharing decision. 

Assuming that we have a multilevel model, the next step is to determine how the higher-level variables 

affect the outcome of sharing with a friend. In our context, the individual level attributes, privacy concerns 

and privacy awareness are the higher-level variables. These individual level characteristics can affect the 

outcome in two ways: 1) random intercept, influence the intercept so that each subject has a different 

sharing threshold from which they share and/or 2) random slope, influence their perception contribution of 

sensitivity of information on likelihood of sharing, leading to difference in the slopes for each subject. 

Hence, depending on how the higher-level variables influence the sharing, three models are possible. We 

tested all three models and based on comparison of robust standard errors (Raudenbush, 2004) 
1
, only 

random intercept model showed statistically significant results.  

2.4.2 Model 

The experiment allows us to capture data at individual sharing level. We had all the subjects determine 

whether they want to share their information with each of their friends, providing us with 20 sharing 

decisions per subject. Each decision can be modeled as a binary of whether the information was shared or 

not shared with the friend. Thus, the outcome of decision to share with a friend is a logit-link function of 

                                                      

1  

In order to determine the stability of the model, we compare the results of unit-specific model’s 

standard error with their robust standard errors. A significant difference shows that the estimate of 

random component of the model is not stable and the fixed effects cannot be interpreted. A model can 

have unstable error estimates in the presence of significant fixed effects. Since only the results for 

random intercept were stable under different methods of estimation methods, we discarded other 

models. 
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sensitivity of the information (to be shared), tie strength with the person with whom information is shared 

and the tool used to make the decision. Sensitivity is coded high=1 and low=0 respectively and similarly 

the tool was coded SW=1 and DN=0. Tie strength is a continuous variable, which was the linear sum of 

the five items adopted from (Gilbert and Karahalios, 2009). In addition, tie strength was group centered 

thus removing the individual influence on the tie strength. This allows us to interpret the intercept as the 

expected outcome for a sharing decision of a subject j, whose covariate values are equal to the subject’s j 

means (that is, the mean across all the decisions by the subject j). This is helpful in separating the 

between-group and the within-group components from the total variation to investigate how subjects 

affect the sharing decision, explicitly accounting for the group structure into the model (Enders and 

Tofighi, 2007).  

In all, there were 760 decisions nested within 38 subjects.   

2.4.3 Results 

42 subjects took part in the study. We averaged the time spent on using the tool during the experiment and 

if subjects spent time lesser than 2 standard deviations than the average time spent, the results were 

dropped. In addition, we also read the subjective responses to determine whether spending such low time 

was due to lack of interest or just quick a response. Consequently, based upon the time spent and 

subjective responses, 4 subjects were dropped from the analysis. Eventually, we had 38 subjects whose 

results were used in model. Among these 38 subjects, we had 19 subjects equally distributed in low and 

high sensitivity conditions. Within high sensitivity condition, 11 subjects used SW tool while 8 subjects 

used DN tool. In the low sensitivity condition, 10 subjects used SW tool, while 9 subjects used DN tool. 

These statistics are summarized in Table 3. 

 Tool Total 

SW DN 

Sensitivity LOW 10 9 19 
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HIGH 11 8 19 

Total 21 17 38 

Table 3: Subject Distribution for Different Treatment Conditions 

2.4.3.1 Reliability of Constructs 

All constructs have Cronbach’s alpha greater than 0.70, which showed internal consistency of the 

measures (Cronbach, 1951, Cortina, 1993). Factor loadings across the items are presented in the appendix.  

2.4.3.2 Full Random Intercept Model 

Error! Reference source not found. shows the results of full random intercept model, only the intercept 

s modeled as random while we have privacy concerns interacting with sensitivity of the information. The 

model can be mathematically represented as follows: 

Level 1: 

Probability (Sharedij=1|βj) = ϕij 

log[ϕij/(1 - ϕij)] = ηij  

ηij  =  β0j + β1j*(TieStrengthij) + β2j*(Toolij) + β3j*(Sensitivity*TieStrength) ij* + 

β4j*(Sensitivityij)          (1) 

Level 2: 

    β0j = γ00 + γ01*(PrivacyConcernsj) + γ02*(PrivacyAwarenessj) + u0j 

    β1j = γ10 + γ11*(PrivacyConcernsj)  

    β2j = γ20  

    β3j = γ30 + γ31*(PrivacyConcernsj) 

    β4j = γ40            (2) 

 

The equations above show a random intercept model with equation (1) showing the Level-1 relationship 

among the factors that determine subject’s choice of sharing with his friend. ηij is a single sharing 

decision, where i is the friend with whom information is shared or not shared and j is the individual 
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sharing the information. β0 is the intercept for each individual and shows the group difference (decision 

for each subject). This Equation (2) shows that β0 is influenced by the individual attributes of privacy 

concerns, and privacy awareness. It has been modeled as random so that individual variance is 

incorporated by its fluctuation. Thus each individual’s attributes, privacy concerns and privacy awareness, 

influences their privacy decision making. These attributes are represented as the sum of grand mean 

individual variance.  

 

 

Table 4: Full Random Intercept Model 

2.4.3.3 Full Random Intercept Model 

Table 4 shows the estimation for full maximum likelihood for the full random intercept model. The 

reliability estimate of the random intercept β0 was 0.82. This showed that in addition to the two factors 

attributed to individual’s sharing behavior (privacy concerns and privacy awareness), there is additional 

variance that is not explained by the variables, but is captured by the model. Thus, our model allows us to 

 Approx.

d.f.

    INTRCPT2, γ 00 -0.292522 0.461272 -0.634 35 0.53 0.475433 -0.615 0.542

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 01 -0.292252 0.148243 -1.971 35 0.057 0.153752 -1.901 0.066

     PrivacyAwareness, γ 02 0.065567 0.157064 0.417 35 0.679 0.170948 0.384 0.704

    INTRCPT2, γ 10 0.20742 0.023595 8.791 716 <0.001 0.044115 4.702 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 11 0.005476 0.005224 1.048 716 0.295 0.0075 0.73 0.465

    INTRCPT2, γ 20 0.043025 0.022939 1.876 716 0.061 0.042268 1.018 0.309

    INTRCPT2, γ 30 -2.561068 0.479199 -5.344 716 <0.001 0.501298 -5.109 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 31 -0.081439 0.129237 -0.63 716 0.529 0.131969 -0.617 0.537

    INTRCPT2, γ 40 -0.370903 0.454898 -0.815 716 0.415 0.48182 -0.77 0.442

 p -value

For Sensitivity*TieStrength slope, β 2

For Sensitivity slope, β 3

For Tool slope, β 4

Robust SE  t -ratioSEFixed Effect  Coefficient  t -ratio  p -value

For INTRCPT1, β 0

For TieStrength slope, β 1
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predict the sharing results as consequence of our fixed variables while it separates the individual level 

variance from the fixed effects. The variance  explained by the random coefficient is significant, where 

u0j = 5.78 (χ2
=385, df=35, p<0.001). 

First, we consider the influence of level-2 effects. Both the interactions proposed in hypothesis 4b and 5b 

are not significant, shown by γ11 and γ31. We had proposed that privacy concerns would influence how 

individuals evaluate tie strength and sensitivity of the information shared. It seems that subjects focus on 

the aspects of tie strength and sensitivity without the influence of their privacy concerns. Neither their 

privacy concerns nor privacy awareness of the individuals influence the sharing decisions as shown by 

non-significant γ01 and γ02, thus rejecting hypotheses 4 and 5. This does not include the additional 

individual level variance that is represented by u0j. In other words, while privacy concerns and privacy 

awareness are not significant and do not influence the intercept for each individual, there is additional 

explicitly identified individual level variance reflected by u0j.  (Neter et al., 1996). 

The significant results for the tie strength and sensitivity of information, shown by significant γ10 and γ30, 

confirm hypothesis 1 and 2. As the sensitivity increases, it negatively affects the sharing behavior and the 

probability of sharing with a friend decrease significantly. Similarly, the tie strength also determines 

whether the subject will share information with that friend. Although, the coefficient is lower than 

sensitivity but it is still significant.  The interaction between sensitivity and tie strength (γ20) proposed in 

hypothesis 3 is not significant, In addition, there is a difference in the standard and robust errors for the 

interaction term of sensitivity and tie strength, showing that this fixed effect is either not significant or 

unstable. This is usually due to the non-normal distribution of the residuals. In this case, the fixed effects 

of such terms cannot be used for meaningful inference. Lastly, tool does not turn out to be a significant 

predictor of sharing. We discuss the hypothesis 6 in next section. 
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2.5 Discussion  

One of the purposes of the study was to explore how two different modes of thinking, reflected as online 

privacy management tools, influence the privacy decision making of an individual. In addition, we 

postulated that when subjects share using inclusive mode (SW) the probability that they would select a 

friend would be lower as compared to the probability selecting a friend when using exclusive mode (DN). 

This is due to the middling options that are considered when subjects use the exclusive mode. For 

experimental purpose, our application provided a set of 20 friends at time of decision making. Thus, 

subjects had to sift through a list of 20 friends and then include or exclude a corresponding set of friends 

from the list (depending on the privacy tool provided). 

For hypothesis 1 and 2, the results validate our model. Figure 4 shows the probability of sharing 

information given the sensitivity of the information and tie strength, with rest of the variables held at their 

mean.  

  

Figure 4: Relationship of Sensitivity of Infomation and Tie Strength with Probability of Sharing 

Figure 5 shows the probability of sharing of information when sensitivity of information and tie strength 

are modeled in the same graph. Depending on the sensitivity of information, sharing levels differ. Clearly, 

higher tie strength is a stronger predictor for high sensitivity of information as compared to low 
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sensitivity; this is shown by higher probability of sharing as the tie strength increases. Furthermore, when 

sharing less sensitivity information once the base tie strength is achieved, the graph levels off.  

Figure 5: Difference between sharing information of low and high sensitivity 

The insignificant result for the impact of Tool contradicts our hypothesis 6 suggesting that the Tool did 

not influence subjects’ choices and consequently the decision-making strategy afforded to the subjects. 

 

Figure 6: Fixed effects for Tool and Sensitivity 
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Figure 6 shows the probability of sharing information based on tool given the sensitivity. Other variables 

are held at mean. The red bars represent the probability of sharing information using SW tool, while blue 

line represents using DN. These tools are grouped based on the sensitivity of the information. As 

expected, given a tool, the probability of sharing sensitive information is lower than sharing information 

with less sensitivity. Furthermore, there is no significant difference between sharing levels when different 

tools used for a given level of sensitivity, evident in insignificant difference between the red and blue bars. 

This possibly implies that subjects chose similar sets of friends with both the tools. While there is no 

significant statistical difference, both bars for SW are lower than corresponding bars for DN, showing 

that, though not significant, there is some impact of the tool in the expected direction on the ensuing 

sharing decision.  

2.5.1 Threshold Analysis 

Since hypothesis 6 was not significant, we further probe into the data to find how the actual thresholds 

manifested. To determine the thresholds we first standardize the tie strength for each individual. This 

removes the individual variance within the tie strength scores. Next, we determine the tie strength at 

which individual decides to share. For inclusion threshold the last tie strength, below which individuals do 

not share is considered the inclusion threshold. Similarly, for exclusion threshold, first tie strength above 

which everyone is selected is considered the exclusion threshold. We find that exclusion threshold mean 

(0.13) is greater than inclusion threshold mean (0.00).  

To further investigate the thresholds, we break down the data based on sensitivity. We assume that 

information sensitivity leads to this overlapping of thresholds. For instance, the exclusion threshold could 

be very high if the information sensitivity is very high and individuals would seek to protect their 

information. Similarly, when the information sensitivity is low, the threshold would also be lower.  
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For high sensitivity information, the mean for exclusion threshold is 1.09 and mean for inclusion threshold 

is 0.69. Since the mean exclusion threshold is greater than the inclusion threshold, the result is opposite to 

hypothesis 6, where we assumed that the inclusion threshold would be greater than exclusion threshold, 

with middling values in between. Given the results, it seems that the thresholds cross over each other and 

consequently there are no middling values. 

For information with low sensitivity, we find that the mean of exclusion threshold (-0.61) is smaller than 

the mean of inclusion threshold (-0.91). This is consistent with our hypothesis 6.  

 

Figure 7: Changing Thresholds (Means) with Tie Strength and Information Sensitivity 

Lastly, we note that both means for inclusion and exclusion threshold for high sensitivity information are 

greater than the means for low sensitivity information (Figure 7). In addition, we observe that when 

sensitivity of information increases (low to high) in conjunction with increase in tie strength, the mean of 

exclusion threshold becomes greater than the mean of inclusion threshold. This seems to show that when 

sharing high sensitive information, subjects using DN have more strict exclusion threshold as compared to 
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inclusion threshold, which is contradictory to our hypothesis 6. This change in behavior allows us to 

further our analysis with an interaction term between tool and tie strength. 

2.5.2 Interaction of Tool with Tie Strength 

We repeat the data analysis with the inclusion of interaction term for tie strength with tool. The results are 

shown in Table 5. We use contrast coding for tool, with SW=1 and DN=-1 to fully interpret the results of 

interaction. Similarly, sensitivity is also coded HS=1 and LS=-1.  

Interestingly, the interaction term for tie strength and tool is significant. In order to further refine the 

model, we remove the variables associated with non-significant coefficients γ02 and γ31 from the model.  

For simplicity of comparison, the coefficients and deviance of the full and reduced models are compared 

in Table 6. The change in deviance of the model was 1830.97 - 1829.86 = 1.11, which is not significant 

(P(χ
2
,df=1 ≥ 1.11)=.22), thus we accept the reduced model. In addition, in Table 6, we find that in 

addition to the effect of tie strength, the effect of tool also becomes significant. 
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Table 5: Full Model with TieStrength*Tool Interaction 

 Approx.

d.f.

    INTRCPT2, γ 00 -0.376211 0.467973 -0.804 35 0.427

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 01 -0.343699 0.151899 -2.263 35 0.03

     PrivacyAwareness, γ 02 0.140009 0.160102 0.874 35 0.388

    INTRCPT2, γ 10 0.214247 0.025013 8.565 715 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 11 0.011289 0.006207 1.819 715 0.069

    INTRCPT2, γ 20 0.064352 0.023244 2.769 715 0.006

    INTRCPT2, γ 30 -2.594215 0.488217 -5.314 715 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 31 -0.102002 0.131379 -0.776 715 0.438

    INTRCPT2, γ 40 -1.652273 0.574953 -2.874 715 0.004

    INTRCPT2, γ 50
0.092744 0.024301 3.816 715 <0.001

For INTRCPT1, β 0

For TieStrength slope, β 1

For Senstivity*TieStrength slope, β 2

For Sensitivity slope, β 3

For Tool slope, β 4

For TieStrength*Tool slope, β 5

Fixed Effect  Coefficient  t -ratio  p -valueSE
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Table 6: Comparison of Full and Reduced Models 
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Figure 8: Interaction of Tie Strength and Tool 

Figure 8 shows the graphical results when the interaction of tool and tie strength is included within the 

mode. Comparing it to Figure 7, as tie strength increases, the inclusion threshold line for SW moves to the 

left reducing the middle area and when the tie strength rises above 18 points, the inclusion range surpasses 

the exclusion range, thus removing the ‘middling values’. In addition, we see that as the tie strength 

changes, the probability of sharing also increases. The probability of exclusion, as presented by the blue 

line, shows a continuous linear change, while the probability of inclusion shows growth that is much more 

aggressive as the tie strength increases and crosses over the blue line for very high value of tie strength. 

As proposed earlier, we expect that information sensitivity also influences the thresholds, thus we 

breakdown the data to determine the influence of this interaction at different levels of sensitivity. 

2.5.2.1 Interaction in High Sensitivity Information 

We split the data into high and low levels of sensitivity. This helps us focus on the interaction effect of tie 

strength and tool while controlling for the effect of sensitivity. Table 7 shows the results with only high 

sensitivity information. We find that both tool and the interaction terms are significant.  
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Table 7: High Sensitivity Information 

Since the interaction effect is significant, we focus on the interpretation of the interaction effect results. 

Figure 9 helps visualize the effect. We see as the tie strength increases the probability of sharing using SW 

tools increases exponentially until it reaches one. On the other hand, the probability of sharing using DN 

does not increase at the same pace. Essentially, when the tie strength is sufficiently high, the probability 

that the information is shared with a friend when using SW is greater than that when using DN, This is not 

consistent with our hypothesis 6 in which we proposed that given a tie strength, the probability of sharing 

with DN results is greater than the probability of sharing with SW. We proposed this hypothesis as we 

assumed that when subjects use DN, the subjects should automatically consider the high tie strength 

friends, as high tie strength friends should be higher than the exclusion thresholds. Our threshold analysis 

also showed that exclusion threshold become higher than inclusion threshold as the tie strength increases. 

This is also reflected in Figure 9 where DN is lower than SW for high tie strength. Our hypothesis is only 

true as long as the tie strength is below the point where two curves intersect. Consequently, subjects seem 

to change the way they use the tool when both the information sensitivity and the tie strength are high.  

 Approx.

d.f.

    INTRCPT2, γ 00 -7.07918 1.09596 -6.459 17 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 01 -0.749153 0.23703 -3.161 17 0.006

    INTRCPT2, γ 10 0.343182 0.050697 6.769 357 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 11 0.027933 0.010798 2.587 357 0.01

    INTRCPT2, γ 20 -3.20999 1.093065 -2.937 357 0.004

    INTRCPT2, γ 30 0.208499 0.049997 4.17 357 <0.001

For INTRCPT1, β 0

For TieStrength slope, β 1

For Tool slope, β 2

For TieStrength*Tool slope, β 3

SEFixed Effect  Coefficient  t -ratio  p -value
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Figure 9: Interaction of Tie Strength with Tool within High Sensitivity 

Compared to Figure 7, if hypothesis 6 is correct, then for high sensitivity the SW should be sharing less 

compared to DN for the same tie strength. That is, the threshold should move to the left at a lower rate. 

However, this is not the case. 

2.5.2.2 Interaction Low Sensitivity Information 

Similar to the analysis in the previous section, we estimated the model of information sharing only with 

low sensitive information. Table 8 shows the results of our estimations. The interaction of tie strength and 

tool is not significant, while the effect of tool is significant with p-value below .05.  
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Table 8: Low Sensitivity Information 

The coefficient is negative and since we coded DN=-1 and SW=1, this means that the mean of DN is 

greater than SW. Consequently, the probability of sharing with a friend is greater with DN as compared to 

SW. This confirms hypothesis 6 when information sensitivity is low. Figure 10 shows the effect of the tool 

as the tie strength increases. We see that as the tie strength increases, the probability of sharing using SW 

increases quickly, while there is no significant influence on the probability using DN. Consistent with our 

hypothesis 6, if the tie strength is high, the friends would lie above the inclusion threshold and are thus 

selected.  

When using DN, subjects only eliminate friends with very low tie strength. This is evident from almost 

flat graphs which lower only when the tie strength is very low. This also shows that the exclusion 

threshold is very low. Thus, the probability of sharing information using DN is very high, even for the 

friends that were not considered using SW. We believe these are the middling options. 

 Approx.

d.f.

    INTRCPT2, γ 00 -0.219449 0.73114 -0.3 17 0.768

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 01 -0.328856 0.237197 -1.386 17 0.184

    INTRCPT2, γ 10 -1.443023 0.723894 -1.993 357 0.047

    INTRCPT2, γ 20 0.037187 0.031044 1.198 357 0.232

    INTRCPT2, γ 30 0.164155 0.032559 5.042 357 <0.001

     PrivacyConcerns, γ 31 0.009463 0.00746 1.269 357 0.205

For INTRCPT1, β 0

For Tool slope, β 1

For TieStrength*Tool slope, β 2

For TieStrength slope, β 3

SEFixed Effect  Coefficient  t -ratio  p -value
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Figure 10: Effect of Tool within Low Sensitivity 
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3 Future Research Direction 

As proposed in previous sections, while the process of inclusion and exclusion appear to be mirror images, 

subjects respond to situations differently even when the situations seems normatively and objective 

equivalent (Levin et al., 2002). For instance, in our study, people share with more or less number of 

friends depending on whether they had to add or remove friends. This can also be explained through 

“status quo bias”, where individuals have propensity to the defer to the current state until they have a 

strong reason to act (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, Thaler, 1980).  

Levin et al. (2001) explained the existence of “status quo” using the example of job screening, where 

subjects were asked to add or remove from a pool of job applicants for further interview. Levin and his 

colleagues explained that when subjects are using exclusion then their status quo is to retain an option 

until there is good reason to remove it. Similarly, when using inclusion, the status quo is to have an option 

left out until there is a good reason to include it. In addition, Levin et al. suggest that when subjects were 

asked to remove options from a set, they experience “loss aversion”. This is because when subjects are 

asked to remove a job applicant from a given list they feel that they are losing value associated with that 

applicant; consequently, they retain the option, leading to greater number of options. 

In the present study, mostly the subjects include fewer friends in the inclusion mode. This can be 

explained as subjects’ gain in perceived value when they add (inclusion mode) a friend is lower compared 

to the loss in perceived value when they remove a friend (exclusion mode). In other words, inclusion 

mode will lead to a lower probability of sharing with a friend as compared to the exclusion mode. 

However, in the condition where the tie strength and information sensitivity were high we found, to the 

contrary, that the probability of sharing in inclusion mode became higher. We believe that this 

discrepancy, and consequently the interaction, occurs when the value from perceived gains becomes 

higher than the value from perceived losses.  
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As seen in Figure 9, the interaction only happens when the information sensitivity and tie strength are both 

high. We propose that in this scenario, even when using inclusive mode, the value from the gains is 

sufficiently high for the subjects to add a friend. This is not surprising as, consistent with social capital 

theory; we would predict that very high tie strength would lead to a greater social capital. In addition, if 

the information is very private, or highly sensitive, we anticipate that owner of the information would tend 

keep this information safe, and only share when the perceived value of sharing is sufficiently high. 

A similar phenomenon has also been observed in marketing literature, where the influence of value led to 

a higher probability of adding an option in inclusive mode. Mazumdar and Jun (1993) showed that in a 

given set, if there was a significant difference in prices of the products, then influence of ‘status quo’ in 

inclusive mode decreased. This is because when the subjects perceive higher relative gains, the influence 

of ‘status quo’ (add only if there is enough gain) induced by inclusive mode diminishes (Heath et al., 

1995).  

Park et al. (2000) tested this phenomenon by framing subjects in inclusion and exclusion modes. They 

researched scenario of adding (removing) ‘options’ or features to (from) existing products. They showed 

that if the options were priced at the same level, then to avoid loss the subjects preferred keeping options 

in the exclusion mode but did not add options in the inclusion mode. They further theorized that when in 

inclusion mode, if the gains of adding an option are significantly high, then the subjects will not default to 

‘status quo’ and add the option. Thus, when the gains are high enough, the subjects perceive a loss if they 

do not add the option.  

In our context, we propose that when perceived value associated with gains of adding a friend are 

sufficiently high, the subjects will overcome “status quo bias” in inclusion mode and add friends. Consider 

a person who decides to share high sensitivity information such as “Home Address”. To understand the 

influence we need to evaluate two scenarios:  
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1) Sharing high sensitivity information with high tie strength friend using inclusive mode. 

2) Sharing high sensitivity information with high tie strength friend using exclusive mode.  

When using inclusive mode, she will seek friends with whom she has high tie strength and can gain 

benefits from sharing. She will possibly consider future benefits such as inviting the friend over or sharing 

a car. While the benefits could range in number and intensity, in general, her focus will be towards 

evaluating potential benefits.  

However, when using exclusive mode, she will seek the friends that have negative attributes and remove 

them from the list. This is because she is sharing highly sensitive information and friends with negative 

attributes will induce her to think of ways how a friend can misuse her information and cause her harm. 

As focus is on negative attributes, even a friend with high tie strength might look suspect. This is 

consistent with prospect theory where losses loom larger than gains. Subsequently in our case, negatives 

attributes will over weigh the positive attributes.  

In sum, when evaluating a high tie strength friend in context of sharing high sensitivity information, 

inclusive mode will frame her focus towards evaluating the benefits while exclusive mode will frame her 

focus towards costs emerging from harms. Since costs have more influence, she will have greater 

probability of removing a friend when using exclusive mode as compared to including a friend using 

inclusive mode. 

3.1 Protocol Analysis  

We propose using protocol analysis to confirm that in the given scenario, subjects’ decisions were 

influenced by the benefits and costs associated with sharing information with high tie strength friends. 

What we seek to investigate is that when the subjects shared high sensitivity information with high tie 
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strength friends using inclusive mode, they focused on the positive attributes and consequently on the 

benefits of sharing information. Similarly, when the subjects shared information using exclusive mode, 

their focus was on the negative attributes and consequently on the costs.  

While marketing researchers have used perceptual measures in evaluation of value, their research 

questions involved determining the influence of different prices, which can be easily tested by offering 

actual money. However, in our scenario, the value is very subjective and therefore protocol analysis 

provides a better approach to glean the essence of benefits and costs from the subject’s responses. A single 

perceptual measure will not be reliable enough to capture the three dimensions (the tool, tie strength with 

the friend and the information shared) that emerge from sharing information.  

3.1.1 Procedure 

We propose using interviews to illicit subjects’ responses after sharing of information. In terms of 

analysis, our objective is to extract the keywords that will highlight positives or negatives. We propose 

using the PANAS scales (Watson et al., 1988) to rate the keywords. The PANAS scale is a commonly 

used measure emotional or affective responses. The advantage of using this measure is that its reliability 

has been tested and it has been successfully used in IS research. Consistent with our existing design, we 

will create two scenarios of using inclusive (SW) and exclusive (DN) mode in high sensitivity in which 

subjects will be required to share one of the most sensitive information items and then answer the 

subsequent questions in a brief interview. Details are provided in the Table 9. We propose interviewing 

10-15 subjects for each condition.   

Table 9: Steps leading to Interview Questions 

Step  1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 3 

Rate Sensitivity Use the tool to share most 

sensitive information. 

 

Rate friends 1. Why did you share this information? 

2. From the group of 20 friends, recall two of the friends with 

whom you had the strongest relationship and two with whom 

you had the weakest relationship. 
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a. How did you feel about the sharing information with these 

two friends? Describe any feelings you experienced 

associated with advantages and disadvantages in sharing 

information with them. 

 

Once the audio data has been collected, we will extract the keywords associated with positive affect and 

negative affect and rate the keywords based on the PANAS scale. Within PANAS, we intend to focus on 

the positive affect and negative affect as the high order influences. In general, if the information 

sensitivity is high we expect two results: 

1) When the tie strength is high, the positive affect when sharing information using SW 

(inclusive mode) will be higher than the negative affect when sharing information using DN 

(exclusive mode).  

2) When the tie strength is low, the positive affect when sharing information using SW will be 

lower than negative affect when sharing information using DN. 
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4 Conclusion  

The purpose of this research was to explore the influence of the IT management tools on privacy decision 

making in online social networks. We presented a model of how individuals manage their private 

information and how this information can be shared on online social networks by using privacy tools. We 

found that the influence of privacy tools varies with the level of sensitivity of information as well as the tie 

strength of the friends with whom information is shared. When sharing information with low sensitivity, 

our model holds true, as subjects seemed to share more when using exclusive mode. The results were not 

as consistent when subjects shared highly sensitive information. The effect of the tools switched as the tie 

strength increased, which is a surprising result and requires further study. 

Both results are important to IS researchers as they show that privacy management tools influence an 

individual’s online sharing decisions. To date, the privacy paradox has been attributed to either individual 

level mismanagement of privacy decisions, or the additional social value attained in OSNs. This research 

furthers the sources of paradox by suggesting that privacy tools themselves can contribute to the variance 

in sharing decisions. In context of booming online social networks, this is a significant finding, since 

further research can be conducted to determine how these tools can be used to improve decision making 

such that individuals make decisions that are commensurate to their privacy profile without compromising 

the social value. 

4.1 Limitations 

As with any research, our experimental work also has shortcomings that raise issues about the 

generalizability of our results to contemporary social networks. One key issue is our operationalization of 

tools in lab environment. To ensure that our subjects were not overworked, we used a list of only 20 

friends for each tool. Since our purpose was to test the influence of inclusive-exclusive thinking modes, 

this was an appropriate size. However, this size is not indicative of actual social networks where users 
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have an average of 200 friends. How the size of the set of friends influences sharing decision and impact 

the role of tools is an interesting question and should be investigated by future studies. 

Another aspect that our study overlooked is that we only operationalized two ways of sharing decisions. 

While these two decisions making modes should encompass most of the sharing decisions, there can be 

other aspects of tools, such as enabling using groups or searching friends by name, that confer different 

strategy for information sharing. For the purpose of controlled study, we were only able to focus on a two 

modes of decision-making. Our results should be interpreted as such. 

Lastly, our sample size consisted of undergraduate students, which is not representative of actual online 

social network population. While the age group of undergraduate students does make them one of the 

dominant/active users of online social networks, it would be prudent to extend this study to a more diverse 

sample. 
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Appendices  

Measures, Items and their Sources 

Table: Measures, Items and their Sources 

Measure  Items  Source 

Social Network Tie Strength 

Social 

Network Tie 

Strengths 

 

You have a strong relationship with this person. 

You feel comfortable asking this friend to loan you $100 or more. 

This person would be helpful if you were looking for a job. 

You would be upset if this person unfriended you.  

If you left Facebook for another social site, you would want bring 

this friend along. 

(Gilbert and 

Karahalios, 2009) 

Individual Characteristics 

Privacy 

Concerns 

I am concerned that the information I disclose to friends on 

Facebook could be misused.  
(Dinev and Hart, 

2006b) 

I am concerned that a person can find private information about 

me as a result of my sharing of information with friends on 

Facebook. 
I am concerned about providing personal information to friends on 

Facebook, because of what they might do with it. 
I am concerned about providing personal information to friends on 

Facebook, because it could be used in a way I did not foresee. 
Privacy 

Awareness 

Overall, I am aware of the potential privacy issues and their 

negative consequences on Facebook. 

Burcu et.al. 2010 

I have sufficient knowledge about the cost of potential privacy 

issues on Facebook. 

I understand the issues of information privacy on Facebook and 

the risks they pose in general. 

Open Ended 

Questions 

What makes this tool better for sharing personal information? 

What makes this tool worse for sharing personal information? 
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Items and their Cross loadings 

 

Table 10: Cross Loadings for Privacy Concerns and Privacy Awareness. 
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Table 11: Correlations for Items in Tie Strength 

 
 

 

 


